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A T  L A S T  Sunday’s May Day festivities, seven senior girls were selected to the 
May Day court. From left to right, the court members are Judy Anderson, Linda 
Axelson, Gwendolyn Law, Barbara fegevist, maid of honor; Barbara Isley, queen; 
Joan Werness, member of last year’s court; Judy Lumb and Linda Strane.
O f  H o n o r  C o d e  P o l l
By D A V E  B E A M
R E S U L T S  of a study on the honors system were pre­
sented to SEC by Sean Austin, chairman of the ad hoc 
committee on the honor system, at Monday’s meeting. 
ACCORDING to Austin, the
study showed that only 4<i per 
cent of the students questioned 
would comply with the system's 
provisions for turning in cheat­
ers. Responses to other ques­
tions indicated a fairly high level 
of dissatisfaction with the honor 
system as it now stands.
The study was conducted by 
the ad hoe committee, formed 
about one year ago. Question­
naires were distributed to a ran­
dom sample of the Lawrence stu­
dent body. Although results were 
compiled for less than a hundred 
students, Austin said he felt that 
«  more extensive study would not 
give very different results.
Three areas were included in 
the opinion survey, according to 
Austin’s description: “philosoph­
ic.” concerning the ideal honor 
system; "action." what response 
would you give in some situation 
(observing cheating, etc.); "fac­
tual.” what are the provisions of 
the present system Results wi'.l 
be given in the Honor council.
PRESIDENT Tony Valukas 
presented a report from the Stu- 
dent-Faculty committee on stu­
dent affairs, recommending that 
small rooms be built in the 
lounge areas of Plantz, Colman 
and Trever. SEC approved the 
recommendation.
The rooms, to be used for dfct- 
cussion groups, bridge games and
other student activities, were 
compared to the music room in 
the Union. They would be simi­
larly furnished, and probably 
equipped with record players.
Asked to comment on the dif­
ference between the use of tlieae 
rooms and the open dorm system, 
Valukas said it was felt that this 
system would protect the "public 
image" of the school. The plan 
already has approval from I Resi­
dent Tarr. The rooms would l>e 
open every night of the week dur­
ing women's hours.
GORDY BOND, Homecoming 
committee co-chairman, recom­
mended that his group be incor­
porated into the Social commit­
tee on a one-year trial basis.
Bond said that the move would 
give the groups additional flexi­
bility through combined finances, 
tools and decorating materials, 
lie addl'd that the prestige of So­
cial committee would be increas­
ed by the resulting enlarged 
membership and responsibility. 
The motion was accepted.
Dick Burke (Rep. Trever) pro- 
4>osed that SEC' recommend the 
elimination of the lionor council, 
and that its present duties be 
transferred to the J-board. After 
considerable discussion. Burke's 
motion was tabled until next 
week, when members of l>oth 
groups will be able to present 
views on the subject.
B o a r d  o f  T r u s te e s  W i l l  L e g is la te  
O n  G r e e k  D is c r im in a t io n  Is s u e
O N  T H E  A G E N D A  for the May 18 semi-annual meeting of the Lawrence 
board of trustees is the faculty resolution o n  discrimination in Greek group pledg­
ing and a measure providing the faculty with tenure and a statement on freedom. 
AFTER DUE consideration, the
faculty resolution on Greek dis­
crimination was sent to the ex­
ecutive committee of the board 
of trustees by the committee on 
alumni relations.
The executive committee will 
present the resolution to the en­
tire board for its approval in a 
form somwhat altered from the 
statement as originally passed by 
the faculty.
The text of the resolution as 
passed by the faculty stated:
"WE, the faculty of Lawrence 
college, in support of student con­
cern and action which have been 
directed toward the abolition of 
racial and religious discrimina­
tion as a principle of selection 
for membership in the fraternity 
and sorority chapters in the col­
lege, assert the freedom of the 
students of Lawrence college to 
associate with their fellow stu­
dents without regard to race or 
religion.
‘‘We therefore recommend that 
college recognition shall be with­
drawn from any fraternity or 
sorority chapter on campus 
which, in its charter, ritual or
nominating procedure, necessi­
tates, either directly or indirect­
ly, such discrimination as a qual­
ification of membership.
"Any group violating this rul­
ing on or after July 1, 1966, will 
thereby sever its relations with 
the college and will no longer be 
recognized as a eollge fraternity 
or sorority.
“ AWARE that there may be 
special problems for particular 
groups, the faculty will establish 
a committee which will be avail­
able to consult with individual 
fraternities and sororities con­
cerning their best means of 
achieving their independence in 
selecting members.”
This resolution was an out­
growth of a faculty policy state­
ment made in 1961.
A SMALL group of faculty 
members then drew up the pres­
ent resolution which the Com­
mittee on Administration unani­
mously passed on October 16. At 
their November 15 meeting, the 
entire faculty voted affirmatively 
on the measure
Honor Dorm Residents
E IG H T E E N  W O M E N  and 20 men have been
chosen by the faculty selection committees to live
in honors dormitories next year. The women will
live in North house and the men will occupy a
portion of the first floor of Trever hall.
Those elected were :
WOMEN
Pat Bronczyk Barb Teruya
Peg Crane Margo Wight
Jean Lampert Liz Zethmayr
Ixmise Loveridge Jean Vetter
Martha Miller < Downer)
Suzanne Miller Lee Dodds
Gretchen Minning f Downer)
Kaffie Pickens Toini Lifren
• after 1st term) < Downer)
Sue Nelson Kathleen Lipp
Carolyn Stickney < Downer)
Libby Stull
MEN
Sean Austin Henry Rutz
William Barton Phil Shallat
Nick Burrage Dick Engberg
Elliott Bush Dan Golden
Ix*e Cyrus Charles Hoffman
Robert Dahlberg Jerry Lincoln
Richard King Jay Speare
Gordon Lutz Gordon Taylor
Jim  Ogdie Mike Ward
Charles Rushton Jeff White
At that time it was emphasis'd 
that the statement promised local 
autonomy for Greek groups in 
choosing their members, not the 
destruction of the Lawrence 
Greek system.
Both SEC and IFC passed reso­
lutions in support of the facul­
ty resolution very shortly after 
it was announced.
THE RESOLUTION dealing 
with faculty tenure, appointment, 
re-appointment, salary and aca­
demic freedom was passed by the 
executive committee at their May 
11 meeting and does not need the 
board’s approval. However, a 
statement outlining the plan will 
be discussed at the meeting. It 
is the first statement of this kind 
the Lawrence faculty has had.
Lawrence Gains 
Educational Aid
. Lawrence is one of three Wis­
consin schools among 49 colleges 
and universities in 24 states 
which will receive financial aid 
this coming academic year under 
3M Company’s quarter - million 
dollar program of continuing edu­
cational assistance.
The other two Wisconsin schools 
receiving grants are Beloit col­
lege and the University of Wis­
consin at Madison.
Lawrence’s grant of $1000 is for 
a non-technical undergraduate 
scholarship. Under a special pro­
gram in the physical sciences, 
the physics department will re­
ceive $200. and $300 will go to the 
outstanding sophomore or junior 
who plans a career in physics.
Beloit will also receive $1000 
for non-technical undergraduate 
scholarship use.
The University will receive 
grants of $3000 for a technical 
scholarship and $2500 for a fel­
lowship in business administra­
tion.
Included in the nation-wide pro­
gram are $110,000 in technical 
fellowships, schola r s h i p s and 
grants-in-aid; more than $60,000 
in non-technical scholarships and 
fellowships and $50,000 to eight 
private college associations, in­
cluding the Wisconsin Foundation 
of Independent Colleges. Inc. of 
which Lawrence is a member.
The scholarship f u n d s  are 
awarded at the discretion of the 
school and may be used for one 
or more qualified students.
King Contest, WaupacaTrip 
Will Highlight Spring Prom
T H IS  Y E A R  the annual spring prom will be held off 
campus for the first time in Lawrence history. “ Sum­
mertime” will take place from 9:30 p.m. to 1 :30 a.m., 
Friday, May 2 at the Country
desire to go to and to leave from 
Waupaca. Buses will leave from 
Lawrence at either 10:30 a.m. or 
12 30 p.m. on Saturday. One bus 
will return in time for the per­
formance of the New I,ost City 
Ramblers and one in time for 
Saturday night hours.
Students who have questions 
should contact either Jo Meeker 
or Craig Campbell.
Aire in Appleton. Bob Mlada and 
his band will provide the music 
for the event.
THE PROM king contest will 
highlight this year’s dance. The 
contest will make its reappear­
ance, under the direction of Sue 
Eaton, after a year’s absence. 
The candidates and their pin- 
mates are P. K. Allen and Phoebe 
Rhodes, Dell.i Tan Delta, D m  
Fisher and Sandy I>ehto. Beta 
Theta Pi and Gwen Law and Bob 
Lane. Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Gwen I>aw and Bob Lane, Sigma 
Phi Epsilon.
The prom king campaign, un­
der the sponsorship of the indivi­
dual fraternities, will run from 
Tuesday, May 19 until Thursday, 
May 21. Voting for the candi­
dates will take place in Main 
hall from 7:45 a.m. until 12 noon 
on Friday, May 22. Each student 
will have one vote. The winners 
of the prom king contest will be 
: nnounced at the dance.
Buses for the prom will leave 
from the quad at 9:30 and 9:45 
p.m.
SEC SOCLv. committee chair­
men Jo Meeker and Craig Camp­
bell have announced that students 
attending the prom should bring 
I D.’s Prom committee chair­
men include Lee Galda, decora­
tions; Wendy Weller, publicity; 
Marcia Rogers, bids; and Su­
zanne des Isles, refreshments.
On the day following the prom, 
SEC social committee will ar­
range transportation for a trip to 
Waupaca. Facilities for volley­
ball. canoeing, baseball, and 
dancing are available at Wau­
paca, and students may also take 
part in a three hour Crystal river 
trip.
Students desiring to take part 
in the trip to Waupaca should 
sign the sheets posted in the 
dorms.
STUDENTS signing the sheets 
should indicate what time they
Five Lawrentians 
Wm English Prizes
Five Lawrentians are winners 
of the English writing prizes for 
1963-1964. T. Whitney Dodge, jr., 
won the Hicks Prize in Fiction for 
his work, "The Slow Zoom,” 
while Daniel Miller received the 
Hicks Prize in Poetry for his en­
try, "Memory of the Man and 
the Summer of 1963.”
The Alexander Beid prize was 
awarded to Nancy Wiley for her 
"Milkweed Wings," while the Cu- 
sic prize will I k *  given to Bonnie 
Booth for her analysis "Sonnet 
XIV: John Donne.” Jerry Lincoln 
received the Tichenor prize for 
his critical essay "Value in Gats- 
by's World.” The Wood prize was 
not awarded this year.
Entries were judged by the Be­
loit College English department 
Reviews of the winning works by 
Lawrence faculty meml>ers will 
appear in a later issue of the 
Lawrentian. Prizes will Ik* award* 
<?d to the students at Awards 
Day, the last convo of the year.
CONTRIBUTOR PETITIONS 
Petitions for the Contributor 
board are due Monday, May 
25 in the Contributor office. 
Petitioners must indicate their 
experience and their criteria 
for evaluating literature.
Experienced General to Be 
Speaker at ROTC Dining-In
T H E  S P E A K E R  and guest of honor at the ROTC’s 
fourth annual Dining-ln will be Brigadier General W il­
liam Dumont Greenfield, 
Chicago Air Defense sector head­
quartered at Truax Air Force 
base, Madison.
AT TIIE Dining- In, to be held 
at the Conway hotel at 6; 15 p.m. 
Tuesday, May 19, outstanding 
freshmen and sophomores will re­
ceive awards anil special presen­
tations will be given to cadets 
who have successfully completed 
pilot training.
The commissioning of new hon­
orary officer*, the presentation of 
the honorary corps commander 
and the announcement and com­
missioning of a group command­
er for next year will follow.
Climaxing the evening will be 
the presentation of the Cadet cup 
to an outstanding senior, elected 
by the entire corps on the basis 
of his leadership and merit.
GREENFIELD was bom in 
Dayton. Ohio, in 1914 He receiv-
Soprano, Flutist 
To Give Recital
Janice Heinke, soprano, will 
present a junior voice recital at 
4 p.m , Sunday, May 17 in Har­
per hall She will be accompanied 
by Donna Speitz, pianist. Nan 
Orthmann. flutist, accompanied 
by Heidi Kiserer, pianist, will 
also appear.
The program will include Six 
Sacred Songs (Gellert), Op. 4«. 
by Beethoven; and songs by 
Faure and Ives, sung by Miss 
Heinke; and Concerto in D Minor 
by Haydn and Sonate fur Flote 
und Klavier by Hindemith, play­
ed by Miss Orthmann.
Miss Heinke studies voice with 
Mari Taniguchi, assistant profes­
sor of music. She has sung with 
the Women’s Glee club, Concert 
choir and Lawrence singers. She 
also apiMMred in the Lawrence 
Opera theatre production of Men- 
otti's “The Medium" in January.
Miss Heinke is currently editor 
of the local chapter of Sigma Al­
pha lota, national music sorority.
ÚSAF, commander of the
MMaapw
GENERAL GREENFIELD
ed his bachelor of science degree 
in business administration from 
Miami university of Ohio in 1936. 
In May, 1940, he was graduated 
from flying school and received 
his wings and commission as a 
second lieutenant.
In 1941 he was sent to England 
to obtain fighter-pilot experience 
with the RAF in “Spitfires.” In 
1942 he flew combat missions in 
New Guinea and the Pacific.
During 1944, Greenfield led the 
fighter cover for the first wave 
of landings in the Normandy in­
vasion. He retired from active 
duty in 1945 as a full colonel in 
the reserves and became a pilot 
for Trans-World airlines.
In 1946 he re-entered the ser­
vice with a regular commission 
and was assigned to the Army 
Air Force headquarters in Wash­
ington. D. C. Since that time he 
has commanded the Air Force 
mission in Venezuela, graduated 
from the Air War college, com­
manded several Air Defense 
wings and in 1962 commanded the 
ltoston Air Defense sector. In 
August. 1963, he received his 
present assignment at Truax.
Among the awards Greenfield 
has received are the Distinguish­
ed Flying Cross, the Bronze Star 
medal, the Air medal with seven 
oaklcaf clusters, the French 
Croix de (iuerre avec Palme and 
the Belgian Croix de Guerre avec 
Palme. He is rated a command 
pilot.
EXPERT HAIR STYLING IS YOURS at
Bt l iTOW’S BEAUTY SHOP
225 K. College Avenue Phone 4-2131
There is NO DOUBT about it!
M e d ic in á is ,  P h a rm a c e u t ic a ls ,  C osenetics  a n d  
P r o m p t ,  C o u r te o u s  S e rv ic e
BELLING
“The Pharmacy Nearest to Campus’*
204 K. College Avenue
Clark’s Cleaners
Offers You:
1. THE QUICKEST SERVICE
2. THE CLEANEST CLOTHES
3. THE SHORTEST WALK
See Them Today at 
311 E. CO ti.EGE A V F M T  _  \PP1 ETON
Just a Block Up tin' Avenue *
CALENDAR of 
EVENTS
Friday, May 15—
Jazz Band concert: 8:15 p.m., 
Chapel 
Saturday, May 16—
Freshman picnic: 12:30 p.m.
Phi Gamma Delta party; 5 p.
m.-l a.m.
Modern Dance concert: 8:15 
p.m., Stansbury 
Sunday, May 17- 
Film Classics—“Cabinet of Dr. 
Caligari” < G e r m a n  > and 
“ Vampyr” «Danish): 1:30 and 
7 30 p.m.. Stansbury 
Senior Voice recital — Jilda 
Napoli, soprano: 4 p.m., Har­
per
Monday, May 18—
Recital — David Juers, tenor, 
and Sandra M. Young, so­
prano: 815 p.m., Harper 
Tuesday, May 19—
AFROTC Dining-In: 6:15 p.m., 
Conway
Mortar Board lecture—Carole 
Zinn on honors project: 8:15 
p.m., Art center 
Thursday. May 21- 
Senior organ recital — Stephen 
Rohde: 8:15 p.m., Chapel 
2 One-Act plays: 7.30 p.m., 
Stansbury 
Friday, May 22—
Student recital: 2 3# p.m., Har­
per
Prom: 9:30 p.m.-l:30 a.m., 
Country Aire club 
Saturday. May 23—
New Lost Citv Ramblers: 8:15 
p.m , Chapel
Chairman Explains 
About Cancelling 
Plans for Weekend
John Davis, chairman of the 
committee planning the Interna­
tional Weekend, has announced 
the cancellation of the event 
scheduled for this weekend be­
cause of schedule conflicts, speak­
er problems and lack of student 
support.
Two major campus events were 
scheduled for this weekend after 
the dates had already been chos­
en for the Weekend. This conflict 
in schedule would have hindered 
participation greatly, according 
to the committee.
The keynote speaker for the 
weekend would have been unable 
to attend because he is presently 
in Viet Nam. This was another 
major reason for cancellation of 
the plans.
The third reason for the can­
cellation was a lack of student 
support. After the plans were 
made for the weekend, no one 
was willing to assist the commit­
tee. Rather than present a medi­
ocre .program, the committee de­
cided to cancel the Weekend al­
together.
Davis commented, “ If it had 
gone through, it could have been 
the breaking-through of the apa­
thy found on the campus. It was 
defeated by apathy, the very 
thing it was trying to remedy.”
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Restaurant of the 
week, day, month 
and year
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C O L . J O N  C . K E C K O N E N  received an award as a 
Distinguished AFROTC Cadet on Tuesday, May 5. 
This award makes him eligible for a regular commis­
sion in the Air force.
Theatre» Orchesis to Host 
Dance Guild of Minneapolis
T H E  D A N C E  Guild of Minneapolis will present a 
program of modern dance at 8:15 p.m. Saturday, May 
16 in Stansbury theatre. This performance is re-sched­
uled from last November when it
was postponed because of the late 
President Kennedy’s death. I i^w- 
rence College theatre and Or­
chesis are co-sponsors of the 
event.
SATURDAY’S program will 
consist of 15 performers who will 
present a varied repertoire rang­
ing from elaborately presented 
costumed dances to others of a 
severe and austere nature.
The visiting artists are students 
of the Dance Guild school, a non­
profit institution which teaches 
ballet, modern danee and theatri­
cal techniques to young chore­
ographers and «lancers. Found­
ers of the school, dating from 
1959, are Maria Farra and Nancy 
McKnight Hauser.
The Dance Guild school is de­
voted to both the classical ballet 
and modem approaches to move­
ment. and includes in its training 
program both academic and per­
forming schedules for students of 
various ages and abilities.
The school’s belief in the his-
Keckonen Wins 
AFROTC Award
On Tuesday, May 5. Cadet Lt. 
Colonel Jon C. Keckonen was des­
ignated a Distinguished AFROTC 
Cadet.
This award is made only to 
those senior cadets possessing the 
qualities and attributes desired 
in a regular Air Force officer. 
Upon graduation. Keckonen will 
be designated a Distinguished 
ROTC graduate and his applica­
tion for a regular commission in 
the Air Force will be automati­
cally submitted for him.
Distinguished graduates a r e  
considered before their contem­
poraries for promotions and spec­
ial assignments.
Cadet Keckonen is a member 
of Phi Gamma Delta fraternity 
and is a history major. He is a 
member of the Air Force Arnold 
society and is the present Cadet 
Commander of the Lawrence 
AFROTC Corps of Cadets.
tory and philosophy underlying 
the dance is a cornerstone of its 
methods. Among its curricula 
are music theory, composition, 
percussion accompaniment, peda­
gogy and music for the dance.
FORMER dancers with the 
guild are Matt Turney, leading 
dancer of the Martha Graham 
company; Beverly Schmidt, a 
member of the Alwin Nicolais 
company; Doris Dudko, assistant 
to Louis Horst and a teaching 
staff member at New York High 
School for the P e r f o r m i n g  
Arts; and Masoa Yoshimazu, a 
member of the Sybil Shearer 
company of Chicago.
'HckeLs are available at the box 
office of the Music-Drama center 
for $1.
Ivy Leaguers Claim 
Many Wilson Grants
Harvard and Cornell universi­
ties are the top two undergradu­
ate institutions producing winners 
of Woodrow Wilson National Fel­
lowships for 1964-65.
Eleven colleges and universi­
ties had 20 or more fellowship 
winners this year, according to 
data compiled and released by 
the Woodrow Wilson National 
Fellowship foundation of Prince­
ton, N. J. In order they were as 
follows:
Harvard .............................. 55
Cornell ............................... • 29
Oberlin ................................. 24
California ............................  23
Columbia .........................•.. 23
Toronto ...............................  23
Chicago ...........•................... 23
Stanford .............................. 21
Princeton ............................ 21
Swarthmore ....................... 21
Yale ....................................  20
Except for Oberlin, which tied 
for 16th last year, all these in­
stitutions ranked among the top 
11 producers last year. The Uni­
versity of Michigan fell from a 
fifth place tie to 19 nationally.
Lawrence had seven fellowship 
winners this year and seven last 
year, a record for any class here.
M E N
Look Your Best
Get Your HAIR CUT NOW  at . . .
BOB’S BARBER SHOP
Third F lo«r Zuelke Build ing
Q U A L IT Y  C L E A N IN G
Prices to Match 
ONE DAY SERVICE
Heller’s
Launderette
Pick-up & Delivery 
Re 4-5674
Founder's Grandson, Poet 
To Talk at Commencement
T H E  R T . R E V . Frederic Cunningham Lawrence, 
grandson of the founder of Lawrence college, and 
How-trd Nemerov, a member of the faculty at Benning­
ton <Vt.) college will be the
speakers for the college's 115th 
commencement exercises on June 
14.
REV. LAWRENCE, Suffragen 
Bishop of Massachusetts, will de­
liver the baccalaureate address 
at 10 45 a.m. Bishop Lawrence's 
grandfather, Amos Adams Law­
rence, founded the institution in 
1847. Honored in 1937 with an 
honorary degree from Lawrence, 
Kev. Lawrence has spoken at sev­
eral commencements in the past.
Bishop Lawrence is an alumnus 
of Milton academy and Harvard 
university. He spent ä year «it 
Corpus Christi college, Cam­
bridge, England; two years at 
Union Theological Seminary, New 
York; and was graduated from 
the Episcopal Theological school, 
Cambridge, Mass., in 1924.
HOWARD NEMEROV, poet, 
novelist and faculty member at 
Bennington college, who this next 
year will be Consultant in poet­
ry to the Library of Congress, has 
been named speaker for the 2:30
p.m. commencement exercises.
Nemerov, who appeared at 
Lawrence last November »is a 
panelist on the symposium. ‘•Hu­
man Values in a Scientific Arc,” 
is a native of New York City. 
Trained <it Harvard, he served 
during World War 11 in both the 
Royal Canadian and the United 
States Air Forces. He is the au­
thor of four works of fiction and 
eight books of poems.
His fiction includes “The Melo- 
dramatists,” “Federigo, or the 
Power of Love.” ‘‘A Commodity 
of Dreams.” and “The Homecom­
ing Game,” which was adapted 
as a Broadway play, "Tall 
Story,” and later as a motion 
picture.
His poem collections include 
“Endor,” “Mirrors and Windows,” 
“New Selected Poems,” “The 
Image and the Law,” “Guide to 
the Ruins,” “The Salt Garden,” 
and two books in 1963; “Next 
Room of the Dream” and "Poetry 
and Fiction.”
Staff Announces Library Closing 
For Merger of Book Collections
T H E  L A W R E N C E  College library will be closed 
this summer so that the staff can accomplish the mer­
ger with the Milwaukee-Downer book collection. Ac­
cording to John Metz, reference
librarian, the following regula­
tions have been enacted to ex­
pedite the handling of the collec­
tions:
IN ORDER to have all books 
back in the library by the year- 
end examination period, there 
will be no circulation to anyone 
except students and faculty after 
4:30 p.m.. May 15. Adult residents 
of the Fox Cities may continue to 
use materials in the building un­
til 4:30 p.m. June 12, and they 
may again withdraw books when 
the library reopens in the fall.
The building, all library facil­
ities. the reference collection and 
interlibrarv loan will be closed 
from 4:30 p.m. June 12 until col­
lege reopens in the fall.
“The library administration re­
grets any inconveniences that this 
action may cause to persons in 
the community, but it is most 
necessary if the library is to ac­
complish the merger of the col­
lections and be ready to fulfill 
its function to the college com­
munity in the fall,” Metz stated.
THE Milwaukee-Downer library 
numbers about 75,000 volumes. 
About 40 per cent of the collection 
has no duplicate at Lawrence, but 
a higher percentage will be taken 
in order to have multiple copies 
of certain works on the shelves.
Associate librarian Ralph Km- 
crick has been working at Downer 
since January, making book se­
lections with the assistance of 
members of each department in 
both colleges.
In addition to the problem of 
the arrival of the books in such 
numbers, the merger of the two
collections is complicated by the 
fact that Lawrence library uses 
the Dewey decimal system where­
as the Downer library uses the 
Library of Congress pattern. Con­
sequently the entire Downer col­
lection will have to be re-cata­
logued.
A GOOD many rare books 
come with the Downer collection, 
foremost among them Dr. Rock 
Sleyster's first and early editions 
of English and American litera­
ture. There is a set of Dickens 
in its original periodical form.
Coming along with the Downer 
books is a $233.900 endowment 
earmarked for library support. 
This sum has no precise counter­
part at Lawrence, where library 
expenses are met from the gen­
eral endowment revenue.
Choir to Appear 
On Radio Sunday
The Lawrence Concert choir, 
conducted by LaVahn Maesch, di­
rector of the Conservatory of Mu­
sic. will appear on the National 
Broadcasting Company network 
radio series “Great Choirs of 
America” at 8:05 a.m. Sunday, 
May 17.
The choir will perform "The 
Earth is the Ixjrd’s," by Nikol­
sky; and "Ain'a That Good 
News," by Dawson. These selec­
tions were recorded at a recent 
concert by the choir.
Nearest stations carrying the 
Sunday broadcast are WTMJ, 620, 
Milwaukee; and WSAU, 550, and 
WSAU-FM, 95-5, Wausau.
The New Lost City Ramblers
R a m b le r s  O r ig in a t e  R e v iv a l  o f  
G a y  H i l l  C o u n t r y  S ty le  M u s ic
By C H A R L E S  H O F F M A N  
O N  S A T U R D A Y ,  May 23, the New Lo«t City Ramblers will present a concert 
at 8:15 p.m. in the Lawrence chapel. 'Phi* Social committee has promised that 
buses will come back from the prom picnic at Waupaca in time for the concert. 
SINCE their formation in 1958, tt says Tom Daley.the New Lost City Ramblers have 
been one of the most influential 
of contemporary folk song groups. 
They have single-handedly spark­
ed a great revival in the rollick­
ing, happy, recorded hill country 
music of the 1920’s and '30’s.
Significantly, the Ramblers’ ap­
peal is chiefly to college students 
who appreciate their serious yet 
happy approach to this engaging 
music.
The music the Ramblers sing is 
taken from the huge volume of 
hill country folk music recorded 
in the '20's and '30's by the large 
commercial companies. Such 
groups as tlx* Carter lamily, the 
Carolina Tar Heels and Gid Tan­
ner and his Skillet Lickers were 
popular at that time, and it is 
from them that the Ramblers 
have taken their name.
* # *
IN AN effort to reach a wider 
audience, these groups tended to 
record lively, fun music rather 
than the dull, long ballads that 
had characterized folk music be­
fore that time.
The late '30’s and early '40's 
saw the demise of this music be­
cause of the rise of the more pol­
ished country and Bluegrass mu­
sic. With a very few exceptions 
the music remained morbid until 
the New Lost City Ramblers were 
formed in 1958.
The Ramblers, drawn together 
by a mutual love of this music, 
set about to spread the word, 
“Our principal reasons for play­
ing together are a liking for the 
old-timey string bands . . . and a 
feeling that this sound has jiist 
about disappeared from the folk
music scene, 
one of the original members of 
the group.
THE MEASURE of the Ram­
blers’ success us plain. They have 
appeared at every Newport Folk 
festival and have l>een largely re­
sponsible for the founding of such 
tolk festivals as those at the Uni­
versity of Chicago and U.C.L.A. 
They have 9 L.P. albums on Folk­
ways records and have appeared 
on a number of other labels as 
well.
THE New Ixxst City Ramblers 
consists of Mike Seeger, John 
Cohen and Tracy Schwarz, who 
replaced Tom Daley in late 1M2. 
Mike is a brother of Pete and 
Peggy Seeger, and is probably 
more talented than either of 
them. He plays guitar, banjo, 
fiddle, mandolin, autoharp, dobno, 
harmonica and string bass, all 
expertly.
He has a fine, hard tenor voice 
that is well suited to the old- 
timey music that the group plays. 
He also has solo albums on Folk­
ways and Vanguard.
* * #
JOHN COHEN has been a paint­
er ami is a very fine photogra­
pher. He has recently shown one 
of his movies at the Venice Film 
festival where it received high 
praise. He plays guitar, banjo, 
mandolin, fiddle and autoharp, 
though he generally plays guitar, 
for he excels on this instrument,
TRACY SCHWARZ has been a 
professional musician for some 
time, and plays guitar, banjo and 
fiddle.
The Ramblers have spent a 
great deal of time and effort 
studying the old-timey music .so
that they will be able to present 
authentic performances; how­
ever, they recognize that it is ar­
tistically disastrous to copy tin* 
music note for note, so as John 
Cohen puts it, “We have found 
that once having recognized those 
traditions one can make varia­
tions upon them.”
AS A result the Ramblers have 
been able to keep their music 
fresh and alive, perhaps the 
greatest problem facing the seri­
ous performer of folk music.
Tickets are on sale at Belling 
pharmacy.
A c a d e m y  A w a r d  
W in n e r !
BEST PICTURK of the 
YEAR!
Tom 
Jones
“Complete, Uncut” 
S ta r t s  M a y  19
S E V E N  D A Y S  O N L Y
VIKING 
THEATER
■ I
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Thank You, Lawrentians!
For Y’our Patronage During the Past Year
• T •
The "MARK"
The House of Food Specialties
T he  L o o k  is t h e  
R ig h t  L o o k !
It’s a . . .
'JAMIE'
P.y K A D F .T  K R U E G E R
This ‘Jam ie’ is a double-breasted darling 
with military-type brass buttons and 
three-quarter sleeves. Beautifully top* 
any sheath, sleeveless shift, skirt or 
pants. In easy to care for pique. White. 
Sizes 30-38
5.98
B e tte r  B lo u se *— P r a n g e ’s S e co nd  F lo o r  F a s h io n s
Theater Will Show 
Film ‘Tom Jones
The Viking theatre in Appleton 
will show the academy award 
winning “Best Picture ot 1963," 
“Tom Jones’’ for seven days, be­
ginning next Tuesday. May 19. 
Lawrence students will have an 
opportunity to see one of the most 
sensationally received movies of 
recent years.
In his review of the movie in 
the I^awrentian of February 14, 
drama critic Glending Olson com­
mented that “ some people, tak­
ing a longer look at ‘Tom Jones’ 
in the face of a reaction calling 
the film one of the great come­
dies in the history of the cinema, 
have voiced reservations about 
its real worth."
Their major argument, said 
Olson, was that the film did not 
do justice to Fielding’s novel in 
that the former left out some of 
the more serious portions of the 
latter, retaining only the super­
ficial ones
Olson points out the large, basic 
differences between the ap­
proaches of the writer and the 
director, but says that the im ­
portant effect is the same: “ . . . 
we realize that the movie must 
be approached on its own terms," 
says Olson.
And given its own terms,” he 
continues, “ Tom Jones’ is ter­
rific. Fast and free-wheeling, 
both in style and content, it is 
superbly acted and features some 
individual scenes that may well 
be remembered forever."
“Not the least of its attractions 
is that in a couple of places it is 
as close to Breughal as the mo­
tion picture has ever come. I 
doubt that in the last few years 
two more enjoyable hours have 
come to Appleton ”
“ A N D  H E  W A S  such a nice fellow, too,” said the fem­
inine Cuban revolutionist of Louis Lomax, after she 
found that he was an American. Lomax, noted writer 
on the Negro revolution, spoke at Thursday’s convo.
Army, Police Stage Brokaw Raid, 
Search for Meter Tree Biossom
T H E  W IS C O N S IN  Army National Guard and the 
Appleton police force participated in a raid on Bro­
kaw hall last Monday night. While a platoon of sold­
iers performed maneuvers in 
the Brokaw parking lot to dis­
tract the students, the police be­
gan searching the building for the 
blossom from a parking meter 
tree.
WHEN detective Robert Brack- 
enridge of the police department 
entered the second-floor room of 
Roger Thompson in Brokaw. 
there was Charles W. Scruggs, 
head resident, standing in the 
closet with a parking meter in his 
hands.
‘‘Wherc’d that come from?” 
inquired the detective, thus end­
ing a long, elusive search for 
the missing meter.
“ My roommate got it out of a
¿SS
Buy a pizza on impluse from .. .
Frank & Pat's
Pizza Palace
815 W. College Ave —  RE 4-9131
FREE DORM DELIVERY on Two or More Pizzas 
Lrntil 1 a.m.
—OR—
Think about it for a while
and then buy a pizza from . . .
Frank & Pat's
Pizza Palace
815 W. College Ave —  RE 4-9131
FREE DORM DELIVERY on Two or More Pizzas 
Until 1 a.m.
NEED NEW SKI BOOTS?
W H Y  N O T  T R Y  th e  B E S T  B O O T  O N  th e  M A R K E T ?
Yes, the brand now, nationally acclaimed LANGE 
custom-fit Ski Roots, the most revolutionary ski 
boot ever made. These boots are built entirely of 
a special new seamless plastic material which is 
virtually indestructible compared to the old leath­
er-type boot. This boot is waterproof, never re­
quires polishing, has no stitching to rot. will not 
stretch or soften, is completely insulated from
cold and moisture, has superb hinging action, and 
is available in about six different, colors. These 
boots have just been introduced in ski shows in 
LA. Seattle and NY and are now specially intro­
duced to Lawrence students and faculty.
For further information on the world’s best ski 
boot, contact . . .
BRAD CHALMERS
205 Plant/ Hall. Extension 302 . . . Do It Now!
tree,” Bob Hickam said with a 
straight face.
“M-m-m,” replied the detec­
tive.
“Sure! According to my al­
manac,” added another student, 
‘‘parking meter trees ought to be 
coming into bloom right about 
now.”
“M-m-m," replied the detec­
tive.
THE PARKING meter seems 
to have been legally engaged 
since the clock had not run down 
nor the indicator expired, at the 
time the police took possession of 
the meter.
By noon Tuesday, parking 
meter No. 1RS was cemented 
back in its original spot on Col­
lege ave. in front of the First 
Presbyterian church, with no ap­
parent damage to the $75, 150- 
pound “ unarmed bandit.” 
Detective Carl Thiel said that 
charges of theft could not be 
pressed on anyone because intent 
to keep the parking meter could 
not be proven.
W lin .E  searching the fourth 
f.oor for the meter, one officer 
just happened to come across a 
no parking sign in a student's 
room. The officer took the sign 
and decided to see what else of 
interest he could find in some of 
the other rooms: it was only with 
an effort that he could be called 
off after the detective had found 
the meter. A search warrant had 
been issued for neither the meter 
nor the sign.
Thompson, although he was not 
present at the time, had posses­
sion of the meter when the police 
found it: he has had one other 
offence with the law in Appleton: 
he once used a section of rubber 
surgical tubing bloated with wa­
ter to squirt a “meter maid"
1 policewoman i.
Rhode to Play 
Organ Program
Steve Rhode will present a sen­
ior organ recital at 8:15 p.m 
Thursday, May 21 in Memorial
chapel.
His program will include Son­
ata No 7. Op. 127. in F Minor, 
by Rheinberger; Sonata No. 2 
in C minor, by Bach; Noel IV, by 
Daquin : and Two Pieces, by 
Vierne.
A music education major. Rohde 
studies o r g a n  with LaVahn 
Maesch, professor of muiic and 
director of the* Lawrence Con­
servatory of Music.
Rohde has sung in the Men’s 
chorus. Concert c’nuir and the 
( horal Society’s annual produc­
tion of Handel's Messiah. He is a 
member of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfon- 
ia national music fraternity, and 
was secretary’ of the local chap­
ter last vear.
I
Poll Lists Self-Expression, 
Contact Behind Job Choice
By C A R O L Y N  P Y L E
R E M E M B E R  A S  A  C H IL D  how you were asked “and what do you want to be
when you grow up?” At that time you may have been fascinated by the glorious
work of a garbage collector, the danger of a fireman or the excitement of a cowboy. 
Now that you are “grown up,” do
you still see a fascination in gar­
bage collecting?
TAKING THE chance that Law­
rence students had probably 
changed their choice of occupa­
tion since childhood, two seniors. 
Jean Beck and Carolyn Pyle, set 
out to discover how Lawrence 
students felt about occupations, 
and what incentives were impor­
tant to them in choosing careers. 
As a project in Research Meth­
ods of Social Psychology they de­
vised a questionnaire which was 
sent to a randomly selected sam­
ple of Juniors and Seniors.
Upperclassmen were selected 
because they naturally give more 
serious thought to an occupation 
and have declared a major field. 
The sample consisted of 28 male 
and 28 female students.
It is interesting to note that 
“ self-expression oriented" and 
‘ people oriented” incentives were 
important in determining a stu­
dent’s first choice of occupation. 
It would seem that Lawrence stu­
dents are geared towards choos­
ing occupations that allow for 
greatest creativity, individual in­
itiative and people contact: they 
place least emphasis on “reward 
oriented” incentives such as sta­
tus and monetary gain.
ALTHOUGH the number of “re­
ward oriented” Incentives were 
small for both men and women, 
the men had twice as many “re­
ward oriented” incentives as 
women.
Another difference is that men 
showed interest in twice as many 
occupations as women. Men chose 
a range of 12 occupations, where­
as women confined themselves 
to only six occupations. This dif­
ference was due to the high per­
centage of women choosing edu­
cation.
In choosing second choice oc­
cupations, students placed more 
emphasis on “ reward oriented”
Two to Direct 
One Act Plays
The next two installments in 
the series of student-directed one 
acts will be Michel de Ghelde- 
rode’s “Three Actors and Their 
Drama,” directed by Margo 
Wight and “One Petal, Falling” 
written and directed by Bill 
Mahin. The two plays will be 
presented at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, 
May 22, in Stansbury theatre.
Miss Wight's one act is a per­
iod play within the contemporary 
play of Ghelderode, a Belgian 
playwright. A group of touring 
actors are playing parts parallel 
to their real lives and the audi­
ence is often left wondering which 
is play and which is real life 
when the actors slip out of their 
parts in the period staged play.
Tony Dodge plays the tired, 
older actor who has portrayed an 
old man’s part so often. Kathryn 
Newstrom plays his young act- 
ress-wife, also tired of acting and 
having a love affair with Gordon 
Lutz, who portrays the eager 
young actor. Chuck Rushton is 
the “artistic” playwright who is 
trying to get his play staged. Gor­
don Taylor rounds out the play 
cast as the prompter.
Mahin’s play is a stage adap­
tation of the Zen parables. It 
dramatizes each of the parables 
which Mahin has selected in a 
series of short, narrated scenes 
depicting the teachings of the 
teacher and his followers. Ted 
Katzoff, Sean Austin. Dave Streit. 
Sue Campbell, Scot U. Adam and 
Sue Swinehart will appear in the 
play.
incentives than they had in their 
first choice occupations. This 
trend tow a I'd “ reward oriented” 
incentives suggests that if the in­
dividual could not attain his first 
choice, he would choose an alter­
nate occupation because of re­
ward benefits. “People oriented” 
incentives tended to remain about 
the same in both first and second 
choices.
THE PROCEDURE was simple. 
Each student was asked to rank 
a list of 20 occupations three 
times according to distinct incen­
tive categories — people oriented, 
reward oriented, and self-expres­
sion oriented. Our purpose was to 
determine if students would rank 
the same occupations differently 
when ranking them according to 
the three categories.
Next, the student was asked to 
choose three occupations, accord­
ing to preference, that he would 
consider entering. He was asked 
to give three incentives for each 
occupational choice. The three 
incentives were taken from <a list 
of twelve. We wanted to deter­
mine whether an individual choos­
ing an occupation and perceiv­
ing certain incentives influencing 
that choice, would give that oc­
cupation a high rank value on the 
corresponding incentive category 
scale.
The top six occupations as rank­
ed by the men on the “people 
oriented" scale included educa­
tion. medicine, religion, personnel, 
law', social science. Women rank­
ed the same occupations highest 
in a slightly different order-edu- 
cation, medicine, personnel, re­
ligion, social science and law.
MEN RANKED medicine, law, 
business, banking, architecture 
and science technology as the top 
six occupations on the “ reward 
oriented” scale, while women 
ranked medicine, law, engineer­
ing, science technology, business 
and banking in the top six posi­
tions of the same scale.
Art. architecture, music, edu­
cation, language and literature 
arts and journalism were ranked 
<as the top six occupations on the 
“self-expression oriented” scale 
by the men. Art, music, archi­
tecture. language and literature 
arts, journalism and education 
were ranked as the top six by the 
women.
First choices of occupations 
among the men showed that 29 
per cent (or eight of the 28 men 
in the sample' chose education.
Of the incentives influencing that 
choice, 58 pt * cent were “self-ex­
pression oriented," 38 per cent 
were “people oriented” and 4 per 
cent were “reward oriented.”
ANOTHER popular first choice 
was religion, chosen by 14 per 
cent or 4 of the men. In this case, 
influencing incentives included 50 
per cent “self-expression orient­
ed” and 50 per cent “people or­
iented.” Other first choices fav­
ored by the men included law. 
business, science technology and 
personnel.
First choices among the women 
showed that t»8 per cent (or 19 out 
of the 28 women in the sample) 
chose education. Sixty-three per 
cent of the incentives influencing 
that choice were “self-expression 
oriented,” 32 per cent were “ peo­
ple oriented" «and 5 per cent 
were “ reward oriented.” la n ­
guage and literature arts, social 
science and science technology 
represented other first choices.
Second choices for occupations 
revealed that social science was 
a popular alternative for men 
along with education. Fewer men 
were interested in education, (15 
per cent of second choices as 
compared to 29 per cent of first 
choices», and other occupations 
were considered such as music, 
art and the military.
AMONG the women, second 
choices centered around educa­
tion and social sciences although 
there was a decrease of interest 
in education — 23 per cent in sec­
ond choices as compared to (58 
per cent in first choices. Art, 
journalism and music were other 
second choices along with law, 
medicine and |>ersonnel.
A relationship was sought be­
tween the student’s occupational 
choice and the actual oceupation 
of each of his parents. Since such 
a small correspondence was 
found, one might suspect that par­
ents arc not as influential today 
as they were in the past, and 
that more people today are mak­
ing independent choices.
From this study it was found 
that education, science and social 
science were popular fields of in­
terest to the I^awrence student. 
Discovering what an individual 
is most interested in and learning 
which incentives are motivating 
him may result in better occupa­
tional guidance for the student. 
This is important lx>th in deter­
mining the fieldfs> of study he 
could pursue and in selecting an 
occupational field that will sat­
isfy his job requirements.People to People 
To Hold Meeting Lantern Club Elects
New Steering BoardPeople to People will hold its last general meeting of the year 
at 1:30 p.m. Sunday, May 17. in 
the Riverview’ lounge. Ryujiro 
Iseda will highlight the program 
and stimulate discussion with a 
speech criticizing the United 
States.
Newly elected officers will out­
line the club's plans for next 
year. Broad expansion of activi­
ties and membership in People 
to People is expected, and the 
club will orient its programs 
more around world affairs and 
political problems.
The Brother-Sister program for 
next fall will be organized. Under 
thus program, each new' foreign 
student is assigned an American 
friend to help him get acquainted 
with our way of life at Lawrence.
Anyone interested in being a 
“brother" or “sister" to one of 
next year's foreign students or 
anyone who would like to join 
the club next year should attend 
the meeting.
J im  Walrath, president; Judy 
Michalowski, secretary: and John 
Hein, treasurer, will head the 
steering board of Lantern for th»; 
coming year.
Other officers and members of 
the steering board include Diane 
Jensen, community projects com­
mittee; Marti Colburn, fund rais­
ing committee; Mike Lynn, pub­
licity committee; and Susy Cart­
wright, student information com­
mittee.
Meetings of the steering board 
and the separarte committees 
will be announced.
PETITIONS DUE 
Petitions for Studrnt-Eacul- 
ty committee are due to Tony 
Valukas at Brokaw by 12 mid­
night tonight. Petitions may 
be obtained from either Vai- 
ukas at Brokaw or Marilyn 
Fox at Ormsby.
‘Tremendous Experience*'
Lawrence Student Tutors
By C A R L Y N N  C A N N Y -
A  G R O U P  of Lawrence students has been conduct­
ing a tutoring program this past year at Madison Jun­
ior High school. Several times a week, each of us goes 
out to the school for one- to lVa
hour periods to work with indi­
vidual students. A low reading 
level is the major problem of the 
majority of the students with 
whom we work, for it creates 
difficulties in learning from regu­
lar texts.
THE PRIMARY goal of the pro­
gram is to help the junior high 
school students, but tutoring also 
provides a valuable experience 
for students interested in teach­
ing. It is also an opportunity lor 
all students to participate in 
something outside of the college, 
and it establishes a much-needed 
contact between college students 
and the Appleton community.
The individual attention which 
can be given is, for many of these 
students, the most important 
aspect of the tutoring program. 
Often carelessness «and disinter­
est play a sigmficant part in the 
students’ problems, and individ­
ual attention ean do much to elim­
inate both of these problems.
Such a tutoring program is not 
a new idea, but it is new here. 
We began thinking about a Law- 
rence tutoring program at 
Thanksgiving when we heard 
about tutoring programs being 
conducted in other colleges and 
universities across the country. 
The main incentive for the pro­
gram came from ideas and in­
formation presented at the re­
gional NSA convention, which was 
held in Chicago k*st November.
MR. MURPIIY, the prinicipal 
of Madison Junior High school, 
told us that one of his ninth 
grade civics teachers. Mr. Schuh,
was giving individual attention 
during his free period to two 
ninth-grade lx»ys who were hav­
ing reading difficulties.
For the next several weeks Mr. 
Schuh and I worked together with 
the two boys; later another Law­
rence student and I each worked 
separately with one of the boys. 
There are now ten lawrence stu­
dents. each working with on«* ju­
nior high student.
Help in watching tutors and 
tutees is given by Mrs. Grunwald, 
Madison's remedial reading con­
sultant. who advises tutors and 
provides suggestions and learning 
materials for their use.
WHERE will we go from here7 
Recently the tutoring program be­
came affiliated with Lantern, 
Lawrence’s service project organ­
ization, and next fall we hop»? to 
greatly increase the number of 
l>oth college students and ju­
nior high students participating in 
tin* program. We also hope to in­
clude more of Appleton's junior 
high schools.
This term, several tutors took 
their tutees to see “Toad of Toad 
Hall.” Such ideas will be cn- 
couragcd along with other out­
side activities such as attending 
concerts; visiting the compos, 
th«* dormitories, the Union, the 
Music-Drama center, th«- Art ecu 
ter, and Science hall; and «oing 
on picnics, hikes and bike rides.
Although it is too early to eva! 
ulate the effects the program has 
had and will have, it appears to 
be a tremendous experience for 
the participating junior high and 
college students.
B O O K  S A L E
KOOKS —  PAINTINGS 
Saturday and Sunday, May 16 IT 
S T E E F E L  H O U S E  G A R A G E
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Dam row's Restaurant
“Serving the Top« in F o o d ”
—  SPECIAL —
J U M B O  S T E A K  S A N D W IC H  —  C O L L E G E  
T W I N  B U R G E R S
S e rv in g  C o m p le te  D in n e rs  fr o m  H a m  to  S te ak s
121 E. College Avenue
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D R . G E O R G E  L . M O S S E  of the University of Wiscon­
sin addressed a Wednesday evening meeting of his­
tory majors. Professor Mwssc spoke on “An Anatomy 
of Fascism.” At the meeting Steve Werner was award­
ed the first annual W illiam F. Raney Prize as the out­
standing senior history major.
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From the Editor's Desk
A Question of Perspective
Next week’s trustee decision on a resolution dealing 
with discrimination in membership on the basis of 
race or religion will test the ability of both the Hoard 
and the rest of the college to separate the transitory 
from the long range consideration. If the decision is 
made without due regard for the long range goals of 
Lawrence college, it can be considered a failure.
When the Board meets on Monday, May 18 it will 
be voting not on the original faculty resolution but on 
a version of the resolution passed by its Executive 
committee. If the measure which comes before the 
board does not deal effectively with Greek member­
ship problems, it is the fault of a series of watering- 
downs along the way. If it retains meaning and effect­
iveness, it will be a real step forward in bringing Law­
rence (¡reek groups freedom to decide questions of 
membership and personal merit. Questions of faculty 
rights, administration rights, student rights, and the 
rights of both local and national (¡reek organizations 
are naturally involved in this issue. These rights should 
be protected of course, but the compromise between 
them should not place the* long-range meaning and ef­
fectiveness of the resolution on a sacrificial altar.
The Editorial board has in previous issues urged 
acceptance of the original faculty resolution without 
modification. It has backed the spirit of the resolution, 
autonomy on membership questions for local chapters, 
on the basis of the freedom it allows local chapters.
As request for local autonomy, the faculty resolu­
tion places the moral responsibility for non-discrimina­
tion on the basis of religion or race, squarely up to 
both local chapters and (¡reek nationals.
The mechanics of the faculty resolution, especially 
the deadline date, provide for some measure of effect­
iveness in carrying out the resolution. The deadline re­
quires responsible preparation of their position on the 
part of local chapters, and a responsible re-evaluation 
of existing discriminatory clauses on the part of na­
tional Greek groups. Without a deadline date, both 
parties could shirk their responsibilities.
Thus, the spirit and the mechanics of the faculty 
resolution are an organic entity, dependent on each 
other. If these two components are dealt with separ­
ately or inordinately altered, the long-range perspec­
tive of tht* resolution will be destroyed.
iowa Dean Recognizes Necessity 
Of Local Autonomy in Fraternities
LOCAL FRATERNITIES must have the right to se-
lect members freely on merit and irrespective of race, 
M. L. Unit, dean of student affairs at the State Univer­
ses of Iowa, stated recently.
W L F M
Oh Where Has the Audience Qone?
--------------------------------- By S U S Y  C A R T W R IG H T ----------
Sl’EAKING Im'Ioiv .1 campus 
leadership banquet. lluit said. 
“We must strive to w.|>e «ut any 
vestìges o| interference with thè 
righi s of olir locai groups to be 
selectivo .md discriminatine with 
respect to other meaningful 
qualifications. including acadcmic 
potcntial. character. citi/cnship 
ami eongeniality.”
lluit called rapidi) shifting so­
d ili conscimisness in lmm;in ro­
tti ions * In- mosl Mellificali! of a 
mimber of changes in rece ni 
Yrars for sludent organi/ations.
"A nt'w generation of studenti 
is reeognizing and coming to 
grips with thè hypocrisy implicit 
in thè attitudes of som«' of their 
elders.”
HE ADDEO that there is an ob- 
ligation to promote a campus so- 
rial climate froin bias and preju 
dice if studenti are to leam rv
sensible citizenship.
“The* fraternity.” Unit said. 
‘ has a real roll' in the educational 
responsibility of the university. It 
must fulfill it. But leadership is 
not enough.” he added: "it is also 
indispensable to cultivate mean­
ingful fellowship in which there 
is not onlv strong leadership hut 
■a dedicated •followership.’ In this 
day »ind ape. the fraternity can­
not risk being onlv average.” he 
commented.
Another area of change imping­
ing upon fraternity life, Huit eon- 
cluded. is reflected in the under­
graduate student An increasing 
seriousness in the climate of 
campus life Jias caused a veering 
of stud*\i‘ interest.
"Som»' .»f us in student person­
nel work have been aware of a 
'gradually declining enthusiasm 
for student (groups and clubs, in­
cluding social fraternities."
W L F M ,  L A W R E N C E ’S radio station and the only FM station in Appleton, has 
not been given the recognition it deserves from either the college or the community. 
The station, particularly in the past year, has had to contend with numerous ob­
stacles. Once it finally overcame „  . . . . . . .
the most serious ones last fall and ( oncert hall to the jazz ol the 
began to broadcast early in Janu- ® Mahin show’ and the zany
downings ol the sporadic Philary, it supplied Lawrence and Ap­
pleton with worthwhile entertain­
ment.
THE PROBLEMS which kept 
WLFM off the air all fall began 
last spring. Because of the con­
struction of Youngchild Hall of 
Science and a series of well- 
aimed lightning bolts, the anten­
na had to be taken down from be­
hind the old observatory and re­
placed by a new one, costing the 
college $2500.
The anteniKi was ordered dur­
ing the summer but did not arrive 
until the middle of Octobcr. It 
then had to be installed and test­
ed and WLFM had to secure a 
broadcasting license from the 
Federal Communication commis­
sion (FTC). By the time all this 
had been done the first term was 
nearly over. Thus the policy­
makers at the station decided not 
to broadcast any regular shows 
for the remainder of the term.
Meanwhile, the crews of volun­
teer student engineers and an­
nouncers stood by, scripts in hand, 
waiting for the word that the sta­
tion was ready to go into opera­
tion. It finally came during the 
second week of January, and 
WLFM began to broadcast in 
earnest.
TIIE SHOWS this year have 
ranged in content from the clas­
sical and semi-classical music of
.- C A U C U S ______
Shallot show.
Although the audiences have 
been small, the programs have 
been generally well conceived 
and w-ell performed. The size of 
the audience is a constant source 
of joking for announcers and en­
gineers. Some nights you sit in 
the fortified basement of the Mu- 
sic-Drama center, speaking into 
the enormous microphone just to 
keep your sanity, it seems.
The feeling begins to creep over 
you that there really isn't any­
one on the other end of the wave­
lengths you are emitting. But, 
then, after such an evening, there 
are always the reassuring words 
—the rewards of the job—from 
someone: “You sure blew the 
pronunciation of Stokowski last 
night!” or “ Boy, do you sound 
funny on the a ir!”
OR IF you are unusually for­
tunate, you will receive a re­
sponse from the App’eton com­
munity such as the one Donald 
MacDonald got when he was sub­
stituting for an absent announcer 
one Friday evening. He finished 
the show around 10:30 and had 
just signed off when the phone 
rang and an irate voice on the 
other end bellowed, “W'ho was 
that just announcing?"
"Donald MacDonald, sir.” 
Click. The line went dead—
- f
Study War No More?
---By D A V E  B E A M eU•r.......................................
O N  A  D A Y  like this one— Sunday— with spring 
just outside the window, the cold realities of politics 
seem pretty remote. There are those in parts of India 
who. I hear, don’t even know
ciple or economic self-interest 
have long been forgone.
Sometimes it seems that life 
in the modern West has become 
more a competitive game than 
anything else — the L’.S.S.R. is 
included in this. Indeed, one of 
the most useful tools for under­
standing politics, economics, and 
ether social conflicts is game 
theory, which compares people in 
these situations to poker players.
At Lawrence, for instance, 
many of us play the “grade 
game," not because knowledge 
seems useful or interesting, but 
just to be at the academic pin­
nacle. Others run for campus 
offices for the satisfaction of win­
ning election or appointment, then 
lose interest in performing the 
required duties. We speak of 
"winning" or “ losing” in the bat­
tle of the sexes; to a social climb­
er. friends become nothing more 
than rungs on a ladder going up.
I THINK there is little doubt 
that this attitude toward life is 
also reflected in international af­
fairs.
There is another definition of 
politics which seems more suit­
able than Morgenthau’s. at least 
on pleasant spring day: ”The 
art of learning to live together 
despite differences.” This might 
seem naive to the professional 
diplomat, and probably is. but if 
we could accept it and act by it 
the world would be in much less 
danger.
For I am inclined to think that 
my real differences of interest 
with a Russian are no greater 
than those with fraternity broth­
ers. and house battles seldom go 
beyond words and water bombs. 
It is only when that Russian and
1 consider ourselves to be play­
ers in the World's Greatest Game 
that we are ready to fight.
Myself, I'd rather sit it out on 
the bench.
they belong to a nation; that is 
my feeling, too. right now. While 
my desk is littered with texts on 
Comparative Economics, Soviet 
Systems, and International Poli­
tics, I am more concerned with 
sunshine, baseball and other 
things a young man's fancy turns 
to in this season. ,
THE CONTRAST is startling 
enough to make one question 
fundamental notions. I turn to 
my Morgenthau. trying to remem- 
l>er what politics is. and why it 
counts so much: "The main sign­
post that helps |>olitical realism 
to find its way through the land­
scape of international politics is 
the concept of interest defined in 
terms of power.”
Itut this definition docs not help 
much now. and didn't the first 
time I read it. After all. power 
must be POWER FOB — it is a 
means, not a goal. At the mo­
ment I can't think of a single 
thing I could do with any more 
power than 1 need to walk to 
Union hall, and really doubt if 
my Russian counterpart could 
feel much different.
Barry Goldwater can usually 
rouse me to some kind of i>olid­
eal opinion. (“ If he gets to be 
President. I'm moving to Austra­
lia"». but today even he leaves 
me unmoved. In our present sit­
uation. he trumpets, “the only 
alternative to victory is obviously 
defeat.” But my soul is so satis­
fied or slothful that I wonder 
what the heck there is to win or 
lose Even in Russia. I suppose, 
one can work on a suntan when 
the quota is filled.
BUT THERE is an answer to 
all this, though 1 hate to break 
through reverie Where Mor­
genthau says "power" read in­
stead "prestige.” That is what 
the cold war is all about, and 
that is what Goldwater wants us 
to win Questions of honest prin-
but at least someone had been 
listening.
WLFM HAD been broadcast­
ing for several months when an­
other block was throwrn into its 
way. Last June, the FCC passed 
a rule that all stations, including 
college-owned and -operated ones, 
must have engineers with third- 
class licenses in order to broad­
cast. WLFM's engineers, being 
college students, most of whom 
are not interested in professional 
radio engineering, did not have 
their licenses.
The life expectancy of WLFM for 
this year, therefore, was reduced 
by a month and a half. The FCC 
threatened to take the station off 
the air by April 19 rather than 
the end of May, when it usually 
ends broadcasting for the year. 
A group of concerned students 
decided to obtain their licenses, 
a process which involved study­
ing an FCC study guide, going to 
Milwaukee on a specified day and 
passing a test.
The students rented a car and 
drove to Milwaukee, only to find 
that, through faulty communica­
tion. they had gone on the wrong 
day. The test had been given the 
day before. Annoyed, to say the 
least, the students returned to 
Lawrence, and found that the lo­
cal representative of the FCC had 
granted the station a reprieve, 
allowing it to finish the year 
without qualified engineers.
It is now hoped that as many 
people as are able will obtain 
their licenses during the summer 
months so that WLFM can re­
turn to the air next fall with as 
few complications as possible.
Next fall, if all goes well, a 
new set of announcers will be 
broadcasting. Anyone, regard­
less of past experience, is eligible 
to become an announcer. If in­
terested, contact either Charles 
Hoffman or Joe Hopfensperger, 
or write a petition stating the 
type of show you would like to 
broadcast, classical, jazz, Broad­
way hits — anything except rock 
'n' roll; and submit the petition 
to Hoffman or Hopfensperger. 
The last day of broadcasting for 
WLFM will be May 29. Petitions 
should be in by that day.
Two to Give 
Voice Recital
Sandra Meek Young and David 
H. Juers, special students in 
voice, will present a recital at 
815 p.m., Monday, May 18, in 
Harper hall.
Mrs. Young, a soprano, will 
sing songs by Schumann and Bar­
ber, and Juers. a tenor, will per­
form selections by Purcell, 
Brahms and Debussey. They will 
also sing two arias and a duet 
from Puccini’s Maoon Lcseaut.
Mrs. Young is a member of the 
Minnesingers, an Appleton choral 
group, and is a soloist in the 
Chancel choir of the First Pres­
byterian church in Neenah. Last 
month she appeared in the Oc­
casional Opera Group premiere 
production of The Abduction 
from the Harem.”
Presently a student of John 
Koopman, assistant professor of 
music, she earlier studied at the 
University of Colorado and at 
Lawrence with the former Isa­
belle McClung. Dr. Carl Water­
man and Dr. Marshall B. Hulbert.
JuerS is a doctoral candidate 
at the Institute of Paper Chem­
istry. He has sung with the Law­
rence Concert choir and Law­
rence singers and is a soloist in 
the First Congregational Church 
choir. He appeared in the Law­
rence Opera Group production of 
Abduction from the Harem He is 
also a student of John Koopman.
NICK VOGEL shows his powerful serving form in 
Saturday’s match against Oshkosh State college. Vogel 
and Jon Keckonen combined forces at number three 
doubles in copping two weekend wins.
Linksmen Gain 
Dual Victories
The Lawrence linksmen scored 
dual victories over Ripon and 
Cornell last Saturday at the Riv- 
erview Country club. The Vikings 
trounced Ripon 10^ 2-4 Vi and tal­
lied a 11‘2-3Vi score over Cor­
nell. Cornell defeated Ripon in 
the other contest, 9-6. Earlier this 
season, Ripon nipped Lawrence,
8-7.
Coach Bernie Heselton's golfers 
turned in their best performance 
of the season as three players 
broke 80 against Ripon. Tom He- 
din, a sophomore who has moved 
up to the number one position, 
took medalist honors with a 75.
Junior Bob Kadarauch was 
three strokes behind Hedin with 
a 78. while Eric Schulenberg cop­
ped a 79. Schulenberg and Kad­
arauch are the number two and 
three men on the squad.
Rounding out the Vike scoring 
in the Ripon meet was Harley 
Holt, whose 86 was good enough 
to account for a 2-1 score over 
his opponent. At the fifth posi­
tion, Gus Murphy lost to his foe, 
» M k .
Hedin was the only Vike to 
break 80 against Cornell. His 78 
earned him a 3-0 win over Grant 
Maples of the Rams. Schulenberg 
and Kadarauch each garnered 3- 
0 wins with scores of 85 and 87 
respectively. Holt won by a 21i- 
Vz margin while Murphy was de­
feated in his match.
TOP TRACK PERFORMERS
100 Dash—J. Schmid *B>, R. 
Schachel <G> :09.8.
220 Dash — Ron Schachel (G)
: 22.2.
440 Dash — Bill Schalk <Coe)
: 49.7.
880 Run — John TePaske (G ) 
1:57.4.
Mile Run —Jerry Langham (G) 
4:25.2.
Two Mile Run—Rod Brown (G ) 
9:49.4.
120 High Hurdles— Tony McCoy 
(Coe) : 14.8.
Mile Relay—Grinnell <Schachel, 
Langham, TePaske, and Berk- 
ord), 3:19.2.
220 L. Hurdles — Tony McCoy
• Coe» :24.1.
High Jump — Mike Creigton
• Cor.) 6’ 4”
Broad Jump — Ted Corwin <K) 
22’ 4” .
Pole Vault — Warren Mack 
<Cor) 13’ m ” .
Shot Put — John Thiel <Car) 
51’ 2V\
Discus — Rick Hintz <K> 146’5” 
Javelin—Tom Wood <G> 192’ 7” .
GOLF
Rockford 10*2, Beloit 7'*t 
Ripon 18, St. Norbert 0 
(Steve Rogers (R) 73)
Cornell 9, Grinnell 6 
Grant Maples (C), Mike Pat­
terson (C > and Dave Seiler- 
gren (G) 73)
Carleton 104, River Falls 4’4 
Grinnell 11, Beloit 4 
(Dave Seilergnen (G> 76) 
Cornell 10. Beloit 8 
(Grant Maples (C) 74) 
Bradley 11, Knox 4
Baseball Team 
Beats St. Olaf
The Lawrence baseball team 
swept a double header last Sat­
urday from St. Olaf by twin 1-0 
scores behind the shutout pitch­
ing of Steve Bernsten and Chris 
Isley.
The Vikes had to go into extra 
innings to capture the first game 
as St. Olaf pitcher Jerry Bogda, 
threw a superlative no hitter for 
the regulation seven innings. The 
only Vike hit came in the first 
extra frame when leadoff man 
Mike O'Neil singled. He advanced 
to second on a wild pitch and 
scored on a fielder’s choice by 
Tim Knabe.
Bernsten pitched a fine five 
hit game, striking out ten bat­
ters. He was in trouble only 
once, in the third, and he struck 
out the number three and four 
Ole hiters with the bases loaded 
to end the inning.
The sophomore left hander Is­
ley pitched a masterful second 
game scattering five hits with 
never more than one an inning. 
He fanned three, walked one. and 
allowed only one man to reach 
second base. The sharp little 
lefty faced only 23 men in the 
seven inning tilt and helped his 
own cause by picking off the first 
four men to reach base.
In the second game, the Vike’s 
four hits and one run was all the 
cushion that Isely needed. They 
scored in the fourth when a sin­
gle by O’Neil and a walk to Bob 
Dude set the stage for Bob Muel­
ler’s run-scoring single.
The Vikings captured these two 
games with a stout defense and 
good second effort baseball. The 
team finished its conference play 
with four straight victories and 
placed second in the northern 
division of the MWC behind 
Carleton.
MIDWEST CONFERENCE 
BASEBALL STANDINGS 
Northern Division
Carleton 7 0 1.000
Lawrence 4 4 .500
St. Olaf 3 4 .428
Beloit 3 5 .375
Ripon 2 6 
Southern Division
.333
Knox 10 2 .833
Coe 5 5 .500
Cornell 4 5 444
Grinnell 4 7 .363
Monmouth 4 8 .333
¡M
SUMMER JOBS
60-80 Positions Available
Applications now being accepted for summer jobs with a major
national corporation!
Call for Personal Interview . . .
O u r  M IL W A U K E E  Number B R  6-4119 
Our M A D IS O N  Number 256-1892
Our G R E E N  B A Y  Number 435-9553
Young Men, 18 Years of Age and Older
Wanted to learn marketing, general interviewing, and brand identifa* 
tion techniques during summer.
4 0  H O U R  W E E K !  —  S H O L A R S H IP S  a n d  A W A R D S  
$8 5  W E E K L Y  S A L A R Y
P. F. COLLIER, Incorporated
-
Sideline lliollliollls
By T O D D  M IT C H E L L =
The relative success of athletics at Lawrence, as at 
any school, depends upon successful combination of 
the right athletics in the same year.
The 1964 baseball team, for instance, won four 
straight and copped a second place in the northern 
division of the MWC. It took Coach Husk time to 
establish a smooth infield and develop a couple of key 
pitchers.
This was a trial and error method which paid off 
in the last few games when Vike infielders made few­
er errors and pitchers allowed fewer men on base. An 
established outfield also contributed to the improved 
defense in later games and instilled confidence in the 
rest of the team.
The tennis team, with a 10-1 record, found the right 
combination early in the season. Several men were 
eliminated during try-outs and then the line-up was 
set. The doubles teams proved to be most important 
in Vike triumphs, for instance; Dave Cooper and John 
Bertram combined talents at second doubles and com­
pleted an undefeated season.
Art Voss and Pat Jordan came up against extreme­
ly rough competition but played well enough together 
to garner key wins. Nick Vogel, a promising junioi, 
participated in only two singles matches but proved 
to be a more valuable asset in doubles. Coach R o b e r ts  
teamed Vogel with Jon Keckonen at third doubles, 
while Dick Woy came into his own at singles.
Unfortunately, the golf team, posting a 4-7 mark, 
was unable to find the right combination. Tom Hedin, 
only a sophomore, moved up from third to first man, 
and did a commendable job. Coach Heselton relied 
upon three solid juniors, Harley Holt, Eric Schulen- 
berg and Bob Kadarauch, but was unable to find a 
fifth man who could consistently produce good scores.
The track team had its ups and downs— mostly 
downs— but losses were due more to a lack of talent 
than tailure to come up with the right combination. 
Several good runners did not come out for the team, 
and others were unable to equal previous years’ marks.
Highlighting the season were Bob Pepper’s win­
ning performances at pole vault. Dave Brainard’s suc­
cess in sprint events, and the dexterity of Joel Ungrodt 
and Larry Wilson in numerous events.
The winning combination may be found next y e a r , 
however, for the freshman team was one of the finest 
in several years. Top performances by Mark Young in 
the sprints, Chuck Porter in distance events, Rick 
Schultz at broad jumping and Tony Walter at hurdles 
show the way to improvement next year.
For Better BARBER SERVICE
. . . See . . .
O rv ’s B a rb e r  Shop
108 South Oneida Street 
Across from the Zuelke Building
CD
T d
- 3
DUDES ARE ROUGH AND RUGGED PANTS. FOR ON OR Orr THE CAMPUS. 
WHITE, WHEAT OR WHATEVER COLOR. WITH OR WITHOUT STRETCH. 
DENIMS TOO. BETTER ASK AT BETTER STORES — TOR DUOES, FROM 
$3.98. OSHKOSH SPORTSWEAR GUARANTEES 'EM — TO FIT AND PLEASE.
'64 Sports Season to End 
At MW  Conference Meets
G o l f ,  T e n n is  S q u a d s  
H a v e  G o o d  P r o s p e c ts
QUAD
SQUADS
L A W R E N C E  golf, tennis and track teams are par­
ticipating in Midwest Conference meets at Cedar Rap­
ids, Iowa, today and tomorrow. These meets conclude 
the season for all three teams.
The Vikings’ best hopes appear 
to be in golf and tennis, although 
several individual tracksters 
may have a g<x>d chance to place. 
Both the golf and tennis teams 
closed their regular seasons last 
weekend with impressive victories 
over several opponents.
COACII Hon Roberts' courtmon 
carry a 10-1 dual record into the 
meet, including a 5-4 victory last 
Friday over the conference fa­
vorite. Ripon. The only Viking 
loss was to Carleton on a week­
end when two of the Lawrence 
regulars were taking examina­
tions.
<'wueh KoIhtI.s k  quick to point 
out that the Vikings may have 
more diffieulty in a 10-team meet 
than in the dual». The kick of 
outstanding individual stars in the 
six singles events is the biggest 
factor, he contended.
Perhaps the Vikings' best 
chances will come in the doubles. 
The combination of Dave Cooper 
and John Bertram has swept all 
opposition in the No. 2 doubles 
this year. Art Voss, who may 
have a good chance in the No. 1 
singles, and Pat Jordan combine 
for the No. I doubles team.
jo n  k e c k o n e n  w &  Nick
Vogel make up the No. 3 doubles 
team, Dick Woy, who plays the 
No. 6 singles, is the other team 
member.
The golfers of Coach llernie 
llesclton will probably he one of 
five teams scrambling for tin* 
middle positions in the Midwest
BASEBALL
Carleton 12, 6; Beloit 5, 4.
Wl\ Neil Dunn. Jack Jorgens, 
LP: Mike Judy, John land 
Carleton ¡t. si ol.if ;i 
WP Neil I »mm, 1,1’ Pom 
Brown 
Ripon 3. 2; Beloit 2, 4 
WP: Tom Sewell. Mike Judy 
LP John Lind, Jim  LaHock 
Coe 5, tirinnell 1 
WP: Skip Swan; 1J’ : Denny 
Hanssen 
Cornell 10, Monmouth 8 
WP S im  MUler; LP Harald 
Wortkk 
tirinnell 2. 4; Monmouth 11, 0 
WP: Denny Klliott. Barry An­
derson; LP: Denny Hanssen, 
Bud Prince 
St. Olaf 11. 2; Ripon 10. 12 
WP: Dave Glenn, J im  LaRock, 
Dan Call 
l«nwtvnce 5. Ripon 4 
WP Steve Bernsten 
Knox 14. Grinncll 0 
WP Bob Peters; LP Steve 
Tilly
Cornell 0. 16; Knox 5. 4 
WP DOdg M ch . Al IVhnoit 
LP: Dick Chandvrs, 1-tv Scott 
Lawrence 1. 1; St Olaf 0. 0 
WP Steve Bernsten, Chris Is- 
lev; LP: Gerry Bogda, Dan 
Call
Knox 6, Monmouth 0 
Aurora 17, Beloit 3
test at Elmcrest Country club in 
Cedar Rapids, «according t<» the 
veteran coach. Defending cham­
pion Knox is the favorite with 
Grinncll and Carleton furnishing 
the chief opposition.
Heselton rates St. Olaf, Cor­
nell, Ripon, Beloit and Lawrence 
all about even. He feels that 
only al>out 10 strokes will sepa­
rate those five teams in the 36 
hole-four man tabulation. Last 
year, when the Vikings finished 
fourth, only nine strokes divided 
the fourth through seventh list­
ings.
Tin*: VIKINGS’ lineup is set. 
Sophomore Tom Hedin has tak­
en over the No. 1 slot. He has 
won or tied al! of his individual 
matches this year except one and 
must rank as one of the contend­
ers for medalist honors in the 
conference.
The rest of the team will bring 
Eric Schulenbcrg into the No. 2 
position, fast developing Bob Kad- 
arauch, in the No. 3 slot; veteran 
llarlev llolt in No. 4; and El- 
dridge Murphy in No. 5.
Coach Gene Davis’ track team, 
a fourth place finisher last year 
in the Midwest meet, has gradu­
ated most of the punch which 
b r o u g h t  them to that posi­
tion. Coach Davis, who ranks 
Grinncll as the favorite with Mon­
mouth. Cornell. St. Olaf and 
Carleton pressing, foresees dif­
ficulty in I^awrence point tabula­
tions in this meet.
PEKJIAPS Bob Pepper, beaten 
only once this year in the polo 
vault, and Don Cass, a broad 
jumper, have the l>est chances. 
Cass, however, injured his heel 
last week in the Vikes* losing ef­
fort at St. Norbert.
The two Viking co-capUun.s, 
l-uke Groser and Dave Brainard, 
will each enter two events. Ilrain- 
ard may have a chance to place 
in both the 100 and 220, hut Gros- 
er’s best opportunity will Ik* in 
the shot put. He will also enter 
the discus.
By comparative times, three 
other Viking performers may 
have a chance. Either Joel Un- 
gnodt or Dave Nero could place 
in the 120-yd. high hurdles. Kim 
Dammers will enter the mile and 
two mile, but appears to be 
strongest in the longer race
For DISTINCTIVE 
MERCHANDISE
Treasure Box 
G ift Shop
We welconve you to come 
in and browse
313 K. College Ave.
m E n 'S a  B O V S ',
SHOP
“ the store friendly, 
helpful service“
2BÊ E COLLEGE ATE 
(Just 2 blocks from campus)
In softball competition last 
week the front-running Phi Delts 
and Betas remained undefeated. 
The Phi’s continued their winning 
ways by up-ending the Taus, 27- 
11.
Only after Paul Cromheecke, 
star Phi hurler, left the game af­
ter four innings of superb pitch­
ing. were the Taus able to score.
Staying right with the Phis in 
the undefeated column were the 
Betas, who took games from the 
Delts and Sig Eps by scores of 
10-4 and 9-8 respectively. Helped 
by a strong wind blowing in from 
center field, which kept many 
hard hit Delt smashes in play, 
and some fine defensive play in 
the outfield, the Betas managed 
to win their Wednesday game 
fairly handily.
On Monday, it was clutch hit­
ting by John Scales, Pete Betzer, 
and Dave Streit which produced 
a thrilling come-from-behind win 
for the Betas over the Sig Eps. 
With the Eps leading 8-7 in the 
bottom of the seventh inning. Tom 
Rodgers drove in the winning 
run with a sacrifice fly. Pete Bet- 
zer’s long single to right field 
scored the tying run.
The Fijis started to pick up 
steam in the league by beating 
the Phi Taus and the Delts. They 
shut out the Taus 18-0 behind the 
fine pitching of Steve Nault, and 
on Friday took revenge for a first 
round loss to the Delts by beat­
ing them soundly, 13-3, with Steve 
Nault again holding the opposi­
tion hitters in check.
After this week’s games, the 
standings in the league read:
W L 
Betas 4
Phi Delts 4
Fijis 2
Delts 1
Sig Eps 0
Taus 0
TENNLS
Lawrence 5, Ripon 4 
Grinncll 6, Beloit 3 
Cornell 7, Coe 2 
Grimed f , st Olaf I 
Ripon 9, St. Norbert 0 
Ripon 7, Marquette 2 
Cornell 5, Beloit 4 
Knox 7. Monmouth 2
J O N  K E C K O N E N ,  playing at fifth position singles, 
follows through on a serve in Saturday’s match with 
Oshkosh State college.
NetTearn Posts 2 Victories 
For 10-1 Seasonal Record t
T H E  V IK I N G  net team posted two important vic­
tories last weekend to conclude their dual meet season 
with an excellent 10-1 record. Friday, Coach Roberts’ 
squad scored a 5-4 upset triumph
over previously unbeaten Ripon 
college, and Saturday the Vikes 
tipped Oshkosh State. 6-3.
THE VIKES played magnifi­
cent heads-up ball as they split 
the six singles matches and cop­
ped two of three doubles contests 
from the powerful Redmen.
Art Voss soundly defeated 
Ripon’s number one ace. Jack 
Ankerson, 6-0. 6-4. This was An- 
kerson’s third singles defeat this 
season, and this one in his own 
kingdom.
Dave Cooper edged his oppon­
ent, Tim Wulling, in a drawn out 
7-5, 11-9 battle. Cooper combin­
ed excellent form and strategic 
placements in his key victory.
THE OTHER singles triumph 
came at the sixth position where 
Dick Woy fought to a hard earn­
ed 1-6, 6-2, 6-3 win over Fred Ro- 
guske.
Ripon’s second man, Doug An­
kerson, remained the winningest 
singles competitor in the confer­
ence by topping Pat Jordan, 6-2, 
6-1. John Bertram dropped two
6-3 decisions to Chuck Larson at 
fourth singles, and Jiin Semrad 
nipped I^awTence’s Jon Keckonen,
7-5, 1-6, 4-6 at fifth singles.
The Ankerson brothers. Jack 
and Doug, upended Lawrence's 
top doubles pair, Voss and Jor­
dan. 7-5, 6-1.
COOPER and Bertram combin­
ed talents to topple Wulling and 
Semrad, 6-3, 6-8, 6-2 in a well- 
played contest while Keckonen 
and Vogel captured a close 7-5, 
64 decision over their opponents 
to clinch the win.
Ripon boosted its tennis mark 
to 12-1 Saturday with non-confer­
ence victories over St. Norbert
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and Marquette university. As of 
last Friday, Carleton held a 10-2 
mark, having lost only to Ripoa, 
6-3, and to the Cniversity of Min­
nesota.
THE 6-3 victory over defend­
ing State College Conference 
champion, Oshkosh State, con­
cluded one of Lawrence’s most 
succesful dual meet seasons.
The singles competition v w  
extremely close as all matches 
extended to three grueling sets. 
Art Voss upended Glenn Kjorne» 
4-6, 6-1, 6-4 after a slightly shaky 
start.
Dave Cooper, Lawrence's num­
ber three man defeated Osh­
kosh’s Jim  Werner in three sets 
and Dick Woy outplayed Bob 
Blagens for the singles victories
PAT JORDAN, John Bertram, 
and Jon Keckonen lost close 
three-set decisions to their Osh­
kosh counterparts.
With the score evened up at 
three apiece, the Viking doubles 
play broke the match wide open 
Voss and Jordan posted two 6-3 
sets over their Oshkosh foes while 
Keckonen and Nick Vogel team­
ed up for a close 7-5, 6-4 triumph 
over the number three Oshkosh 
duet.
Cooper and Bertram, Law­
rence's second doubles team re­
mained undefeated in ten match­
es by blanking their opponents m 
two, 6-0
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